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Responsible for swv4u.com are:

SWV STRATEGY WITH VISION MANAGEMENT GMBH i.L.

Am Burgacker 23>
69488 Birkenau
Germany

Tel: +49 6201 872 00-63
Mobil: +49 16 24 03 38 90
info@swv4u.com
www.swv4u.com

Trade Register Amtsgericht Darmstadt: HRB 86789

Representative: Ingeborg Mackenzie

DISCLAIMER

© Copyright SWV STRATEGY WITH VISION MANAGEMENT GMBH i.L.

Registered in Germany HRB 86789

VAT NO DE 304890875

SWV Strategy with Vision endeavors to ensure that all information published on this web-site is complete and accurate; however, the company can accept no liability or warranty for the information being up-to-date, accurate and complete.

This site is continuously subject to changes and amendments, which serve to update and improve the information supplied and the services, which are offered. The publishers of this site, SWV Strategy with Vision, accept no liability for either direct or indirect damages, including lost profits, which are in any way related to the use of the information supplied and services offered on this site. This is especially true for any links given to other sites, upon which SWV Strategy with Vision has no influence and for the contents of which SWV Strategy with Vision accepts no responsibility.

SWV Strategy with Vision is aware of the problems concerning data protection on the Internet. The data, which are transmitted, are only intended for internal use and are stored, therefore, in accordance with the regulations set forth in the Bundesdatenschutzgesetz (BDSG/German Federal Law Governing Data Protection), and in no way whatever they passed on to third parties without consent. The contents of this website are protected under copyright law. Nevertheless, you have the right to store and copy any information, which is made available in the public area of SWV Strategy with Vision on the Internet, for personal use only. The commercial use of said material in other publications, or free distribution of such, is only permitted with the consent of SWV Strategy with Vision. This information is also subject to change.

All Rights reserved.

 







PRIVACY POLICY ACCORDING TO GDPR

DATA PROTECTION

Personal data (hereinafter mostly referred to as "data") are processed by us only in the context of the necessity and for the purpose of providing a functional and user-friendly website, including its contents and the services offered there.

Pursuant to Article 4 (1) of Regulation (EU) 2016/679, the Basic Data Protection Regulation (hereinafter referred to as the 'GDPR'), 'processing' means any operation or series of operations carried out with or without the aid of automated procedures personal data, such as collecting, collecting, organizing, organizing, storing, adapting or modifying, reading out, querying, using, disclosing through transmission, dissemination or any other form of provision, reconciliation or the join, the restriction, the deletion or the annihilation.

With the following privacy policy, we inform you in particular about the nature, scope, purpose, duration and legal basis of the processing of personal data, as far as we either alone or together with others decide on the purposes and means of processing. In addition, we will inform you below about the third-party components that we use for optimization purposes and to increase the quality of use, insofar as third parties process data in their own responsibility.

Our privacy policy is structured as follows:

	Information about us as responsible
	Rights of users and stakeholders
	Information about data processing.


Information about us as responsible

The responsible provider of this website in terms of data protection is:

 

SWV STRATEGY WITH VISION MANAGEMENT GMBH i.L.

Am Burgacker 23
69488 Birkenau
Germany

Tel: +49 6201 872 00-63
Mobil: +49 16 24 03 38 90
info@swv4u.com
www.swv4u.com

Data Protection Officer is Ingeborg Mackenzie

Rights of users and stakeholders

With regard to the data processing described in more detail below, users and data subjects have the right:

	Upon confirmation of the processing of the data in question, information about the processed data, further information about data processing and copies of the data (see also Art. 15 GDPR);
	Correction or completion of incorrect or incomplete data (see also Art. 16 GDPR);
	For immediate deletion of the data concerning them (see also Art. 17 GDPR), or, alternatively, if further processing pursuant to Art. 17 (3) GDPR is required, to restriction of processing in accordance with Art. 18 GDPR;
	Upon receipt of the data concerning them and provided by them and on the transmission of this data to other providers / controllers (see also Art. 20 GDPR);
	On complaint to the supervisory authority, if they consider that the data concerning them are processed by the provider in breach of data protection provisions (see also Art. 77 GDPR).


In addition, the provider is obliged to notify any recipients to whom data have been disclosed by the provider about any correction or deletion of data or restriction of processing, which takes place pursuant to Articles 16, 17 para. 1, 18 GDPR teaching. However, this obligation does not exist insofar as this notification is impossible or disproportionate. Notwithstanding, the user has a right to information about these recipients.

Likewise, according to Art. 21 GDPR, users and data subjects have the right to object to the future processing of data concerning them, provided that the data provided by the provider in accordance with Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) DSGVO be processed. In particular, an objection to the processing of data for the purpose of direct advertising is permitted.

SERVER DATA

For technical reasons, in particular to ensure a secure and stable Internet presence, data is transmitted through your Internet browser to us or to our web space provider. These so-called server log files include the type and version of your Internet browser, the operating system, the website from which you have switched to our website (referrer URL), the website (s) of our website that you visit, date and time of the respective access as well as the IP-address of the internet connection from which the use of our internet presence takes place.

These data collected will be temporarily stored but will not be shared with other information about you.  This storage takes place on the legal basis of Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR. Our legitimate interest lies in the improvement, stability, functionality and security of our website.

The data will be deleted at the latest after seven days, as long as no further storage for evidence is required. Otherwise, the data will be wholly or partially exempt from the cancellation until the final clarification of an incident.

COOKIES

A) SESSION COOKIES / SESSION COOKIES

We use so-called cookies with our website. Cookies are small text files or other storage technologies that are stored and stored on your device by the Internet browser you use. These cookies process certain information about you, such as your browser or location data or your IP address, to an individual extent.

This processing makes our website more user-friendly, effective and secure, as the processing, for example, allows us to reproduce our website in different languages or to offer a shopping cart function.

The legal basis for this processing is Article 6 (1) (b) of the GDPR, insofar as these cookies process data for the purpose of initiating the contract or processing the contract.

If the processing does not serve to initiate the contract or to fulfil the contract, our legitimate interest lies in improving the functionality of our website. Legal basis is then in Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR.

Closing your internet browser deletes these session cookies.

B) THIRD PARTY COOKIES

If necessary, our website also uses cookies from partner companies with whom we cooperate for the purpose of advertising, analysing or functionalizing our website.

For details, in particular for the purposes and legal basis of the processing of such third party cookies, please refer to the information below.

C) DISPOSAL OPTION

You can prevent or restrict the installation of cookies by setting your Internet browser. You can also delete previously saved cookies at any time. However, the necessary steps and measures depend on your specific Internet browser. If you have questions, please use the help function or documentation of your Internet browser or contact its manufacturer or support. With so-called Flash cookies, however, the processing cannot be prevented by the settings of the browser. Instead, you need to change the setting of your Flash Player. The necessary steps and measures depend on your specific Flash player. If you have any questions, please also use the help function or documentation of your Flash Player or contact the manufacturer or user support.

If you prevent or restrict the installation of cookies, however, this may result in not all functions of our website being fully usable.

CONTACT REQUESTS / CONTACT POSSIBILITIES

If you contact us via contact form or e-mail, the data you provide will be used to process your request. The specification of the data is necessary for processing and answering your inquiry - without their provision we cannot answer your inquiry or at best only to a limited extent.

The legal basis for this processing is Art. 6 (1) lit. b) GDPR.

Your data will be deleted, provided that your request has been finally answered and the deletion does not conflict with any statutory storage requirements, such as in the event of subsequent contract execution.

GOOGLE ANALYTICS

In our website we use Google Analytics. This is a web analytics service provided by Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheater Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA, hereafter referred to as "Google."

Certified under the EU-US Privacy Shield

https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt000000001L5AAI&status=Activeguarantees Google that EU data protection standards will be respected even when processing data in the US.

The service Google Analytics is used to analyse the usage behaviour of our website. The legal basis is Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR. Our legitimate interest lies in the analysis, optimization and economic operation of our website.

User and user-related information, such as IP address, location, time or frequency of visiting our website, are transmitted to a Google server in the USA and stored there. However, we use Google Analytics with the so-called anonymization function. With this feature, Google already truncates the IP address within the EU / EEA.

The data collected in this way will again be used by Google to provide us with an evaluation of the visit to our website as well as about the usage activities there. This data may also be used to provide other services related to the use of our website and the use of the Internet.

Google states that you do not associate your IP address with other data. In addition, Google keeps under https://www.google.com/intl/de/policies/privacy/partners.  Further data protection information for you, for example, also to the ways to prevent the use of data.

In addition, Google offers below https://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout?hl=de,a so-called deactivation add-on together with further information. This add-on can be installed with the common Internet browsers and offers you further control over the data that Google collects when we visit our website. The add-on informs the JavaScript (ga.js) of Google Analytics that information for visiting our website should not be transmitted to Google Analytics. But this does not prevent information from being passed to us or other web analytics services. Of course, you will also find out in this privacy policy whether and which other web analysis services we use.

YouTube

In our website we use YouTube. This is a video portal of YouTube LLC., 901 Cherry Ave., 94066 San Bruno, CA, hereinafter referred to as "YouTube."  YouTube is a subsidiary of Google LLC., 1600 Amphitheater Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA, hereafter referred to as "Google."

Certified under the EU-US Privacy Shield

https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt000000001L5AAI&status=Active

guarantees Google, and thus its subsidiary YouTube, that the EU's data protection requirements will also be met when processing data in the USA.

We use YouTube in conjunction with the Enhanced Privacy Mode feature to show you videos. The legal basis is Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR. Our legitimate interest lies in the quality improvement of our website. The Enhanced Privacy Mode feature, according to YouTube, means that the data specified below will only be transmitted to the YouTube server when you actually start a video.

Without this "Enhanced Privacy," you will be connected to the YouTube server in the United States as soon as you visit one of our websites that embed a YouTube video.

This connection is required in order to be able to display the respective video on our website via your Internet browser. In the course of this, YouTube will at least collect and process your IP address, the date and time as well as the website you are visiting. It also connects to Google's DoubleClick ad network.

If you're logged in to YouTube at the same time, YouTube will provide the connection information to your YouTube account. If you want to prevent this, you must either log out of YouTube before visiting our website or make the appropriate settings in your YouTube user account.

For the purpose of functionality as well as for the analysis of user behavior, YouTube permanently stores cookies via your Internet browser on your device. If you do not agree with this processing, you have the option to prevent the storage of cookies by a setting in your Internet browser. For more information, see "Cookies" above.

Further information about the collection and use of data and their rights and protections Google holds in the under https://policies.google.com/privacyavailable data protection information.

GOOGLE ADWORDS WITH CONVERSION TRACKING

In our website, we use the advertising component Google AdWords and the so-called conversion tracking. This is a service of Google LLC, 1600 Amphitheater Parkway, Mountain View, CA 94043 USA, hereafter referred to as "Google."

Certified under the EU-US Privacy Shield

https://www.privacyshield.gov/participant?id=a2zt000000001L5AAI&status=Active

guarantees Google that EU data protection standards will be respected even when processing data in the US.

We use the conversion tracking for the targeted application of our offer. The legal basis is Art. 6 para. 1 lit. f) GDPR. Our legitimate interest lies in the analysis, optimization and economic operation of our website.

If you click on an ad served by Google, the conversion tracking we use will store a cookie on your device. These so-called conversion cookies lose their validity after 30 days and do not serve your personal identification.  If the cookie is still valid and you visit a certain page of our website, both we and Google can evaluate that you have clicked on one of our ads placed on Google and that you have subsequently been redirected to our website.

Google uses the information gathered in this way to provide us with statistics about visiting our website. It also gives us information about the number of users who have clicked on our ad (s) as well as the subsequently accessed pages of our website. Neither we nor third parties using Google AdWords will be able to identify you in this way.

You can also prevent or restrict the installation of cookies by using the appropriate settings on your Internet browser. At the same time, you can delete previously saved cookies at any time. However, the necessary steps and measures depend on your specific Internet browser. If you have questions, please use the help function or documentation of your Internet browser or contact its manufacturer or support.

Google also offers:

https://services.google.com/sitestats/de.html

http://www.google.com/policies/technologies/ads/

http://www.google.de/policies/privacy/
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SWV Strategy with Vision Management GmbH i.L.
Am Burgacker 23
69488 Birkenau
Germany

T +49 6201 872 00-63
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News


Ophthalmic lenses and frames, a study of 24 countries accounting for over 80% of World GDP.  2023-11-08 20:57


Market reports for Belgium, The Netherlands, Denmark, Norway and Sweden are now available.  2023-11-08 20:54


SWV will be attending OPTI in Munich and MIDO in Milan  2023-01-03 16:53


The new World Lens and Frame Demand Study 2022 is ready  2022-09-17 14:10





LATEST PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS BY SWV

	Strategey with Visions says Goodbye.mp4
	2023_SWV_Eyewear Intelligence_18.09.2023_Global Lens an_ Frame_Market.pdf
	2023_MM_ in MAFO_6-22_ The impact of inflation..pdf
	2023_MM_Bien Vu 2022_ Un marché en cro issance..pdf
	2022_Mark_Mackenzie_Une sortie de crise contrastée.pdf
	2021_SWV_SILMO_PARIS_OPTICAL_SHOW_2021_Report.pdf
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This website uses Cookies. To read the complete Data Protection "GDPR" please click on the more details Links.
More details
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